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ABSTRACT. This paper presents a model of professional development using collaborative coaching and networking which has been used to improve online instructor effectiveness. Components of the model are presented in the context of a ten-year-old faculty development program at a private university in the South-east. A collaborative coaching checklist is also provided.
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Introduction

Online learning programs are growing at a faster rate than their face-to-face counterparts. According to the Sloan Consortium's most recent study, the overall online enrollment increased over 18% in the previous year, from 1.98 million in online learners in 2003 to 2.35 millions in 2004. Furthermore, they found that 65% of higher education institutions were using core faculty rather than adjuncts to teach their online courses (Allen, Seaman, 2005). Responding to such rapid enrollment growth has led some institutions to place their instructors in the online environment with minimal training, which portends problems for both faculty and student retention. Carr posits that student retention and faculty experience may be related. She notes that average dropout rate figures for online courses range from 20% to nearly 60%, and often show a discrepancy of 10 to 20 percentage points lower in distance education courses. “Whether the students who leave distance education do so because of busy schedules or because their teachers are inexperienced in online teaching is becoming a critical question in higher education” (Carr, 2000, par. 5).

As critical participants in online education, novice and experienced faculty alike require training and support to become skilled
online instructors. McKinzie and McCallie note that “many times, teaching faculty members how to teach online requires that they be reacquainted with best practices in the traditional, face-to-face setting” (McKinzie, McCallie, 1999, p. 2). In traditional higher education classrooms, instructors teach using a craft model where they bear full responsibility for the course content, design, and delivery. Since faculty are the content experts, and the university provides an infrastructure (i.e., classrooms, lights, desks, etc.) in which the faculty can gather with the students, the details of how to best manage these meetings are left to the instructors. However, in the online environment the instructor-learner interaction is mediated through online communication, so one’s fluency and usage of the medium itself affects the learning experience in a way substantially different from face-to-face teaching.

The consensus in the literature is that training prior to teaching online is no longer optional, but instead teacher readiness and preparation is imperative to positive distance learning student experiences (Barker, 2002; Salmon, 2000; Webb et al., 2004). In their 2000 report, *Quality on the line: benchmarks for success in Internet-based distance education*, the researchers at The IHEP-Institute for Higher Education Policy identified twenty-four benchmarks for ensuring effective online education. Among the faculty support benchmarks were the following:

- Faculty members are assisted in the transition from classroom teaching to online instruction and are assessed during the process (IHEP, 2000, p. 37).

- Instructor training and assistance, including peer mentoring, continues through the progression of the online course (IHEP, 2000, p. 3).

At one South-eastern private university, this call for training and assistance for online instructors was addressed through a model of collaborative coaching and networking. The use of such collaborative coaching and networking into the instructors’ training and support plan serves as an impetus not only for initial training, but also for continual improvement of their online pedagogical strategies, in light of increasing student and technological sophistication. This paper will highlight this university’s approach to collaborative coaching and networking as a solution to the
Faculty training needs

Abrahamson notes that the uncomfortable or overwhelming feeling that instructors face when initially teaching online stems from the lack of training and perceived lack of direct contact with the student (Abrahamson, 1998). Anderson et al. clearly state that while “the teacher is an active member of the [online] community”, he or she also plays another, more important role: “the teacher’s task is to create a narrative path through the mediated instruction and activity set, such that students are aware of the explicit and implicit learning goals and activities in which they participate” (Anderson et al., 2001, p. 7). If the instructor projects these goals and activities well, the students can have full awareness of them, and can create a stronger, more open, potentially friendlier classroom that displays and validates shared interactions.

McKinzie and McCallie identify seven critical elements that should be addressed in the critical technology training: voluntary participation, need-based training, sufficient time to learn, access to appropriate technology, external support, on-site support, interaction among peers, and “the incorporation of adult learning principles” (McKinzie, McCallie, 1999, p. 4). In addition to being trained in the use of technology, faculty must have the resources they need to continue teaching in that manner, as noted by McKinzie and McCallie: “The development and/or conversion of courses to be taught in a Web-based environment requires significant support for faculty involved in that process” (McKinzie, McCallie, 1999, p. 2). It is not enough to take the instructors through the steps of simple coursework implementation and execution, such as posting assignments and discussion board prompts, yet fail to look at the actual wording and underscored construction of those prompts, and course products and systems (Simpson, Head, 2000).

In many college and university environments, numerous instructors have been placed in countless classrooms and are forced to struggle their own way through discovering how to teach. The learning curve to determine effective practices, goals and objectives can be steep, and many instructors return to memories of the college classes that they sat through, trying to glean what they can from prior situations they recall occurring, outdated syllabi that they...
have squirreled away in boxes, and older teaching methods that they experienced themselves while in school. While this may aid them in getting by in the traditional classroom, it is insufficient for the online classroom, and may be, in fact, detrimental to the student who is struggling in an already decidedly difficult environment.

Initial and continued professional development and training in online education is a concern for faculty: “It is assumed by academic institutions that if online courses and programs are offered, teachers will know how to teach in that environment […]. Our experience both in teaching online courses and in consulting with the faculty, faculty developers and administrators across the United States is that the opposite is true. Faculty need training and assistance in making the transition to the online environment” (Palloff, Pratt, 2001, p. XV).

Palloff and Pratt propose in their suggestions for creating successful courses and programs that administration “provide training for both faculty and students in the new roles required to create online learning communities and complete courses successfully” (Palloff, Pratt, 2001, p. 163).

**Faculty training gaps**

Since a large majority of faculty at this Southwest university already teach both face-to-face and online, it became important to determine their level of technological sophistication and online pedagogical strategies, as a way of improving the faculty development offerings. Accordingly, the university conducted a series of surveys measuring technological proficiency and online pedagogy of full-time faculty. Over 90% of the full-time faculty responded to the surveys.

Of those faculty that taught online, regardless of load percentage, the plurality of faculty (36%) had been teaching online courses for three or four years. Twenty-four percent of faculty teaching online courses stated that they logged into their courses daily with another 38% logging in four to six times per week. Sixty-five percent agreed or strongly agreed that they were effective online teachers, although 52% indicated that they still were more effective teaching campus-based courses.

There were three technologies which the majority of faculty respondents indicated that they were comfortable users: finding information on the World Wide Web, using Blackboard,
and creating and using PowerPoint presentations with other proficiencies following in decreasing frequency (see Figure 1).

Faculty identified a number of technologies which they indicated that they would like to use in their online and on-campus courses if they could learn how. In ranked order, these included multimedia, streaming media, videoconferencing, Acrobat/PDF files, Web page creation, and digital photography. When asked what resources or services that faculty would like to have in order to more effectively use technology in their teaching, the responses were mixed. Almost half of the responses revolved around a request for more or better equipment, a quarter expressed a desire for more training, and a handful identified more or better trained support personnel. When asked additional questions about technical training, the most common requests were for additional technology training opportunities for faculty, creating online versions for asynchronous, self-paced training, and an increase in technical support staff.

In general, faculty indicated that various technologies either added to or significantly added to teaching effectiveness, but the majority of faculty indicated that the content of their online and offline courses was basically the same (57%) as were the assessment tasks (53%), but 66% stated that their teaching techniques differed
between online and offline courses. Sixty-six percent indicated that their online students were either as active or more active in class discussion than their on-campus students. Faculty indicated that they were able to develop collegial relationships with online students, with 32% indicating the same level as with on-campus students, and 24% indicating that they were stronger relationships than with on-campus students. Despite these seemingly positive factors, 41% of faculty teaching online courses stated that their on-campus students learn more than their online students.

In the open-ended questions, a number of faculty teaching online indicated that they were anxious for a more media-rich learning experience. The current mode of online learning, which is largely text-based, was often criticized for taking too much time, and hindering the relational connection between teacher and student. The desire to see more audio and video conferencing in online courses was the single most commonly-cited feature, when asked in an open-ended question how they imagined their courses looking in five years. Clearly there is a desire among existing online faculty to make the online learning experience richer and more personal, and the authors believe that collaborative coaching and networking can provide a valuable non-threatening means of improving online instruction.

Faculty training and networking

While the university offers numerous face-to-face and online learning opportunities for faculty, often relating to particular technologies or software applications, an interlocking model of faculty training was also developed. This model consists of a year-long faculty development seminar known as the Master Instructor Program, and a one-on-one outgrowth of that program of collaborative coaching. This model has provided numerous opportunities for faculty to encourage one another in developing quality instruction without feeling that they are being forced into one style or model which is being dictated by the administrators or technologies. The authors have observed this in multiple university settings where skeptical professors were much more likely to respond to an enthusiastic colleague than someone from outside the faculty, particularly if the outsider is an administrator or techie. Furthermore, this framework has provided faculty with an increased exposure to the online education environment, enabling them to view
others’ online courses rather than only ever seeing their own. Such exposure has been particularly effective for new online instructors. The Master Instructor Program (MIP) is a year-long (two-semester) commitment that currently involves a dozen faculty members per year. Faculty who have demonstrated effectiveness as an instructor and had at least two years of full-time experience in teaching at the university level are encouraged to apply to the program every spring. From these applications, twelve instructors are selected from across the different schools within the university to participate. Selected faculty make a commitment to the program and receive a stipend and university recognition as a result. Participants meet over lunch bi-weekly to present their ideas and stimulate discussion about teaching and learning. These meetings are guided by experienced instructors and feature interdisciplinary topics, formal and informal training seminars, shared best practices, and, most importantly, structured and informal dialogue and networking among the faculty. The collaborative coaching model is also introduced and practiced during the second semester. The MIP program is kept small to ensure that participants develop meaningful professional relationships and receive personal attention related to their instructional needs. Throughout the ten-years of the MIP program, participants have reported not only improvements in their own instructional practices but new bonds of collegiality and friendship with other faculty across disciplines. At the conclusion of the program, faculty are certified as Master Instructors. A consequence of the focused size of the MIP program is the increased need to extend in-depth training to other faculty around campus. Accordingly, MIP graduates are encouraged to engage others around campus to help improve the educational effectiveness of the institution. Each year, Master Instructors must recertify by presenting a paper related to instruction at an academic conference, publishing an article or book related to instruction, engaging in a cycle of collaborative coaching with a peer, mentoring a new faculty member for a semester, consulting on curriculum design, or other similar activities. This ensures not only ongoing professional development for MIP graduates but also encourages that Master Instructors will share their experiences with others. The collaborative coaching process which is introduced during the MIP program is one way in which participating faculty improve their online instruction but the impact is multiplied throughout the university.
Collaborative coaching

Peer observation and coaching activities are an accepted means of generating data for assessing teaching effectiveness, and adopting this practice reinforces the concept that faculty are the best judges of institutional quality (DeZure, 1999). However, in the absence of established procedures and adequate training, peer coaching is benign at best and in many cases wastes valuable faculty resources. The university employed a method of collaborative coaching for face-to-face courses as part of the first six years of the Master Instructor Program and, in the past four years, has adapted this model for the online instructor. During the MIP, participants engage in a collaborative coaching cycle with another colleague, and share their findings with the larger group when the process has been completed. The collaborative coaching cycle consists of three stages: a planning conference, the actual instructional observation, and a reflecting conference.

Planning conference

The planning conference is a structured meeting in which the instructor and the collaborative coach discuss their collaborative effort with a particular focus on the goals of the instructor. Unlike other observation and feedback models, this collaborative coaching model does not promote open-ended feedback. Rather, during the planning conference the instructor briefs the collaborative coach on the specifics of the upcoming class session including such factors as the topic under consideration, the objectives for the session, the planned teaching and learning activities, the sequence and pacing of the session, and formal or informal assessments included in the session. It is critical that there be a clear purpose for engaging in collaborative coaching, and that this is communicated to the coach during the planning conference, since feedback on issues other than these pre-arranged ones is off-limits. Once the basic educational environment is selected, the instructor requests specific aspects that he or she would like the collaborative coach to observe. The instructor may have difficulty getting a quality online discussion going among students, and would like the collaborative coach to observe the discussion board for a week (as well as perhaps the archive of previous weeks) and offer recommendations for improvement. Maybe the instructor teaches the entire course using Word and PowerPoint documents and
would like recommendations for how to include tools such as podcasting, streaming video, or other multimedia to enhance the online course. Such focused requests help build trust between the instructor and coach, ensure that the observation and feedback will support the instructor’s goals, and promote genuineness and vulnerability (rather than an instructional “performance”) during the lesson.

For online courses, the collaborative coach should commit to at least one week of observation, logging into the course site multiple times throughout the week as well as examining the prior weeks’ efforts (with the instructor’s permission). Since the dominant model of online education in higher education uses the Asynchronous Learning Networks approach, most courses have some type of weekly structure. At this university, online classes follow a traditional semester schedule but break the lessons into week-long intervals (highlighted by threaded discussions): one week in Blackboard is equivalent to a week’s worth of face-to-face class time. Typical questions to consider during the planning conference include: what is the week going to be about? What are the objectives for the week? What will the learners be doing? What will the instructor be doing? How will the instructor know if an activity is successful? How will the instructor know if the educational objectives were achieved? What will the instructor want feedback on?

In summary, the following tasks should be accomplished in the planning conference:

1. Identify the instructor’s concern about instruction.
2. Translate the concerns into observable behavior.
3. Identify procedures for improving the instructor’s teaching and students’ learning.
4. Set goals and content, arrange time for observation, and choose appropriate instruments.

Instructional observation

The second phase in the collaborative coaching cycle is the actual instructional observation. The collaborative coach takes
notes based on the observations of the class, using the planning conference requests as a framework. In addition, there are many observations which the collaborative coach is encouraged to make, even if he or she doesn’t directly communicate the findings to the instructor, since it provides both a context for the online learning experience and can serve as an exemplar (or not) for the coach. The online collaborative coach should take particular notice of the virtual classroom environment and interpersonal communication dynamics. Such facets include the design and layout of the Blackboard Web pages, the tone of the announcements and course materials, the level of learner-instructor and learner-learner engagement in class discussions, the types of media used for presenting materials, the ease of navigation, the clarity of course instructions, and the instructor’s mastery of the course content and effectiveness at presenting it to the class. In addition, the level of instructor participation, student reactions, questions posed to the class (type, frequency counts, and even time between question and answer), communication style, content knowledge, use of rich media, and balance between online and offline assignments are all facets which the collaborative coach could use to assist in the evaluation of the instructor’s requests. Following the observation exercise, the collaborative coach is encouraged to review and organize his or her notes in preparation for the follow-up conference.

In summary, the coach should take note of the following during the online instructional observation.

1. Online class atmosphere
2. Learner-instructor interaction
3. Learner-learner interaction
4. Mastery of content
5. Manner of presentation
6. Media selection and usage
7. Use of Blackboard and the Internet:
   - Organization
   - Clarity of instructions
8. Discussion board implementation:
   - Equitable distribution of comments
• Number of students actively engaged  
• Depth of content discussion  
• Depth of dialogue (vs. standalone posts)  
• Respect demonstrated by students

9. Design usability
10. Assessment techniques
11. Link to course objectives

**Reflecting conference**

The final phase is the reflecting or post-observation conference in which the instructor and collaborative coach meet to debrief the observed class session. During this meeting, the collaborative coach begins by providing the instructor with feedback based on his or her observations of the class. The feedback presentation typically includes describing the relevant observations, analyzing and interpreting the observations in light of the questions posed during the pre-observation meeting, and offering additional data which support the focus questions.

After presenting such feedback to the instructor in an informational rather than judgmental manner, the collaborative coach elicits the instructor’s inferences, opinions, and feelings. This provides an opportunity for the pair to dialogue about the observations and their consequences rather than having the collaborative coach simply debrief the instructor. The collaborative coach is discouraged from giving direct advice but instead encouraged to listen intently, ask clarifying questions, focus on the specific observations rather than offer personal commentary, and seek to agree together as to the meaning of the observations. The collaborative coach then closes the conference on a positive and productive note by helping the instructor develop an action plan to improve in the focus areas.

As a postscript to the collaborative coaching process, collaborative coaches should document their relevant observations in an essay or letter to the instructor, as a means of helping the instructor use the experience for significant professional development. Furthermore, subsequent to the reflecting conference, the instructor is asked to comment on the collaborative coaching process (preferably in writing). This provides a final opportunity
for reflection by the instructor, and also helps provide feedback which can be used to improve the collaborative coaching process. In summary, the following tasks should be accomplished in the planning conference.

1. Provide the instructor with feedback:
   • oral and written, if appropriate
   • informational, not judgmental
   • avoid giving direct advice, unless asked
2. Elicit instructor’s inferences, opinions and feelings
3. Close conference on a positive and productive note
4. Evaluate the process

There are a number of variations on this collaborative coaching model that can be considered, particularly in the online environment. One is to engage in a collaborative coaching cycle of an archived course rather than a live one. Since most online courses are stored in course management systems, therein lies a rich opportunity for faculty to use collaborative coaching on prior courses. Perhaps an instructor would like to compare a course that went very well with a similar one that went poorly. Maybe coaching of historical courses is less threatening to some instructors than inviting a peer into a live course. Regardless, the possibility of reviewing courses from the past offers an invaluable learning experience for online instructors. In addition, collaborative coaching participants may choose to engage in repeated coaching of same course (perhaps after some adjustments are made as a result of the first round) or reciprocal coaching to learn best practices from one another.

In addition to various coaching models, the educational community would benefit from empirical studies examining such professional development efforts. While case studies such as this posit benefits based on instructor self-reports, do such coaching efforts actually change instructional behavior in the classroom, particularly after the coaching ceases? More importantly, do students learn better from instructors after they have networked with colleagues and received personalized coaching? Experimental, quasi-experimental, and longitudinal studies, measuring faculty effectiveness and
student learning would make significant additions to the literature and likely impact instructional practice for the better.

**Conclusion**

Measurements of educational quality are becoming increasingly significant in the current accountability era and, as such, this is emerging as a significant issue in online learning. Rovai and Barnum declare that: “Standards for monitoring, evaluating and strengthening on-line course design, pedagogy and technology are needed” (Rovai, Barnum, 2003, p. 69). These standards cannot be conveyed without proper training of the online instructors. The training and support resources available to online instructors vary greatly from institution to institution, and even within institutions, and yet remain a critical factor in the long-term success of online education. The use of such a model of faculty networking and collaborative coaching has the potential to help not only improve faculty attitudes and experiences with online instruction, but also produce higher retention and student satisfaction rates.
APPENDIX: COLLABORATIVE COACHING CHECKLIST

The collaborative coaching model can be presented in a checklist format as follows.

PLANNING CONFERENCE

1. Identify the instructor’s concern about instruction.
2. Translate the concerns into observable behavior.
3. Identify procedures for improving the instructor’s teaching and students’ learning.
4. Set goals and content, arrange time for observation, and choose appropriate instruments.

ONLINE CLASSROOM OBSERVATION

Take note of the:

1. Online class atmosphere
2. Learner-instructor interaction
3. Learner-learner interaction
4. Mastery of content
5. Manner of presentation
6. Media selection and usage
7. Use of Blackboard and the Internet:
   • Organization
   • Clarity of instructions
8. Discussion board implementation:
   • Equitable distribution of comments
   • Number of students actively engaged
• Depth of content discussion
• Depth of dialogue (vs. standalone posts)
• Respect demonstrated by students

9. Design usability
10. Assessment techniques
11. Link to course objectives

Reflecting conference

1. Provide the instructor with feedback:
   • Oral and written, if appropriate
   • Informational, not judgmental
   • Avoid giving direct advice, unless asked
2. Elicit instructor’s inferences, opinions, and feelings
3. Close conference on a positive and productive note
4. Evaluate the process
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Sintesi

E’ evidente, già da diversi anni, una crescita esponenziale di formazione online. Nel 2005, lo Sloan Consortium ha registrato un aumento del 18% nel totale delle iscrizioni a corsi erogati in rete (da 1.98 milioni di studenti nel 2003 a 2.35 milioni nel 2004). La rapidità di crescita ha portato il 65% circa delle istituzioni di alta formazione ad utilizzare docenti di ruolo per l’insegnamento nei propri corsi online, senza però aver provveduto per tempo ad una loro adeguata e funzionale preparazione. Secondo alcuni studiosi, sarebbe proprio la mancanza di esperienza dimostrata dagli insegnanti a provocare un certo abbandono degli studi da parte degli studenti e pertanto l’addestramento alla docenza online è considerato ormai un passo obbligato.

Il modello di collaborative coaching and networking (una rete di servizi di consulenza e formazione di tipo collaborativo) sembrerebbe poter risolvere gran parte dei problemi didattici ed organizzativi.

I ricercatori dello IHEP - Institute for Higher Education Policy hanno individuato alcuni benchmarks per garantire una preparazione efficace ai docenti online, tra cui:

- l’assistenza al personale di facoltà durante la transizione tra le due modalità didattiche, con conseguente valutazione continua del processo;
- il supporto continuativo durante lo svolgimento dell’intero corso in rete.

Tra i vari tipi di assistenza formativa, il peer mentoring sembra essere il più valido e il meno problematico, dato che gli insegnanti vengono addestrati e valutati dai propri colleghi; questi non vengono infatti percepiti con imbarazzo, come sembra invece accadere con i formatori esterni.

Per misurare le competenze tecnologiche e la pratica pedagogica online del personale docente, sono stati condotti diversi sondaggi, ai quali ha risposto oltre il 90% degli insegnanti di ruolo dell’università campione, individuata tra quelle delle regioni del sud-est degli Stati Uniti. In questa università, mantenuta anonima perché rappresentativa della tipicità della situazione che si è scelta di analizzare, la maggior parte dei docenti insegnava già in entrambe le modalità; in particolare, il 36% già da tre o quattro anni. L’utilizzo del sondaggio e il focus dell’analisi sono stati ritenuti appropriati per scoprire come migliorare l’offerta di formazione rivolta ai formatori in rete.

I dati sembrano muoversi da un’iniziale diffidenza verso una visione sempre più positiva della modalità di insegnamento virtuale. Un primo importante dato emerso dall’indagine riguarda infatti la frequenza di connessione degli insegnanti ai propri corsi in rete: il 24% si collega quotidianamente, mentre il 38% lo fa tra le 4 e le 6 volte la settimana. Ancora, un altro dato riguarda l’auto-valutazione dei docenti in qualità di insegnanti online: nonostante il 65% ritenga di essere un formatore in rete competente o molto competente, il 52% si considera, invece, ancora più competente nell’insegnamento in presenza; il 66% ammette, però, che le proprie tecniche d’insegnamento differiscono tra i corsi online e quelli offline.
Parallelamente, quattro importanti strumenti tecnologici risultano di utilizzo familiare: la ricerca di informazioni nel Web (79%), l’utilizzo di Blackboard (60%), la consultazione di librie online (57%), la creazione e l’utilizzo di presentazioni in PowerPoint (52%); altre competenze (online DBs, test da somministrare via Internet, handhelds) seguono da vicino, in ordine decrescente.

Gli insegnanti hanno espresso il desiderio di utilizzare, sia nei loro corsi in rete che in quelli on-campus, una gamma ampia di tecnologie, sottolineando però la necessità di ricevere un’adeguata formazione. In ordine di preferenza, queste comprendono: mezzi multimediali, mezzi di streaming, videoconferenza, files PDF/Acrobat, creazione di pagine Web e fotografia digitale. Tra le risorse e i servizi indicati come capaci di migliorare l’efficacia didattica delle tecnologie usate, risalta invece la richiesta di attrezzature migliori, di ulteriore addestramento e di un personale di supporto più preparato. Riguardo la formazione tecnica in particolare, le risposte risultano diversificate, ma i docenti concordano tutti sul fatto che, per migliorare le proprie competenze relative all’utilizzo delle tecnologie in rete, il mezzo migliore consiste proprio nel ricevere formazione direttamente online, preferibilmente tramite corsi appositamente progettati per l’apprendimento asincrono e self-paced, basati, cioè, sulla velocità di apprendimento individuale.

In generale, gli insegnanti hanno giudicato l’utilizzo delle varie tecnologie capace di incrementare l’efficacia dell’insegnamento, in vari gradi e in diversi modi, anche se, rispettivamente per il 57% e per il 53% dei docenti, i contenuti e i compiti di assessment sarebbero gli stessi sia nei corsi virtuali che nei corsi in presenza. Relativamente alla valutazione dell’impegno degli studenti in rete e dei rapporti tra docenti e discenti, i giudizi più positivi sono stati espressi dai formatori. Per il 66% degli insegnati, gli studenti online sarebbero parimenti attivi o più attivi nelle discussioni di gruppo rispetto agli studenti dei corrispondenti corsi on-campus. I membri del personale di facoltà sottolineano, inoltre, di essere capaci di sviluppare rapporti amichevoli e alla pari con gli studenti online, con il 32% che indica per i rapporti con questi ultimi lo stesso livello degli studenti offline, e il 24% che definisce invece questi rapporti addirittura più solidi rispetto a quelli instaurati con gli studenti in presenza.

Appare dunque chiaro il desiderio da parte dei docenti che già insegnano in rete di rendere l’esperienza dell’apprendimento virtuale sempre più ricca e sempre più personale, così da mantenere costantemente alto il livello di soddisfazione degli studenti. In questo senso, il modello del collaborative coaching and networking, dotato del necessario focus, può fornire un valido mezzo non solo per migliorare l’istruzione in rete, ma anche per ridurre la percentuale di studenti che abbandonano gli studi.